
Computer Facility Budget Proposal, 2000-2001

Based on last year’s expenditures, I estimate that the total expenditure for the
fund code 1–23200 [COMP] during the coming year will be $14,778.84. Given below is a
breakdown by category of expenditure, with brief explanations.

• Paper for Room 315 ($839.50)

Based on paper purchases for 1999, the “burn rate” in room 315 is about 340
pages/day. To allow for paper price increases and steadily-increasing printer usage (up
11% from this time last year), I’d like to allow for 500 pages/day (i.e., 1 ream). The
current price per ream is $2.30.

Qty Item Price Total

365 Reams of Paper $2.30 $839.50

Total $839.50

• Toner Cartridges for Rooms 315 and 100 ($2,500.40)

We purchased 14 cartridges during 1999 for the printers in 315 and 100. The
total cost was $2,250.00. Given increasing printer usage and allowing for increasing
toner prices, I’d like to allow $2,500.00 for this during the next year.1

Qty Item Price Total

14 HP 8000 Toner Cartridges $178.60 $2500.40
Total $2500.40

• Contractual Services ($2,000.00)

Clara’s cost to the department is $14.33/hour. Total paid to her from 1-23200
[comp] in fiscal 1999-2000 (through February) was $675.70. (Extrapolating to the end
of the fiscal year, that amounts to about $1,000.00.) These hours were spent working on
the departmental web pages (not individual, research group or class pages) or helping
users with problems (e.g., scanning, printing). Since Clara’s in increasing demand, I’d
like to allow twice the extrapolated amount for last year.

Qty Item Price Total

Contractual Services $2000.00
Total $2000.00

1Toner for room 100 should probably be switched to office supplies budget, as is already the case with
paper for room 100.
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• Backup Tapes ($1,920.00)

We currently back up about 130 GB of data, and expect that amount to increase
substantially during the next year, as new disks are added to meet user demand. (Disks
included with new computers are typically 20 GB or larger.) The breakdown is as
follows:

Backup Usage Distribution

Research computers: 50.2 GB
Faculty Desktop computers: 24.2 GB
Departmental computers: 54.1 GB

To meet the current demand, we spend approximately $160.00 per month ($1920.00/year)
on backup tapes. During the next fiscal year I hope to explore ways of moving backup
services for the research computers (and possibly desktops) to other funds. Given the
rapidly growing demand for disk space, however, I’d like to allow the same amount of
money for backup tapes.

Qty Item Price Total

Backup Tapes $1920.00
Total $1920.00

• Beepers ($166.80)

Beepers for Bryan and Shawn:

Qty Item Price Total

2 Beepers 83.40 $166.80
Total $166.80

• Printer Maintenance ($1,213.50)

Printer maintenance charges on 1-23200 [COMP] during fiscal 1999-2000, through
February, amount to $809.28. Extrapolating to the end of the year, this gives $1213.50.
Expenditures during the last year included work on administrative and lab printers.

Qty Item Price Total

Printer Maintenance $1,213.50
Total $1,213.50
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• Hardware ($4,561.76)

Hardware purchases on 1-23200 [COMP] during 1999-2000, through February,
amount to $783.84. Extrapolating to the end of the year gives $1175.76. Last year’s
expenditures include memory and disk upgrades for our NT servers, a replacement
motherboard for one of the nodes of our Linux cluster, ethernet cards for the new mail
server, and various other items.

We’ll also need to purchase more disk space for Galileo during the coming year.
I estimate the cost of this at $2276.00.2 Galileo (our Linux cluster) is the department’s
main computing resource. It has 183 users, and that number is rapidly increasing.
Galileo is a valuable tool, but its disk capacity is no longer adequate for the number
of users. The user area is currently 99% full. We’ve tried to minimize disk usage by
imposing disk quotas and surveying directories for unneccesary files, but we’re still left
with a hard core of files that users actually need to do their work. We’d like to add suf-
ficient disk space to meet the users’ needs for the next few years. The proposed RAID
array would have a total capacity of about 100 GB, with space reserved for nightly
local backups. (We currently perform local backups wherever possible, as part of a
three-tiered backup scheme composed of mirroring, local backups and tape backups.)
This would triple the cluster’s current capacity and add the local backup capability
that we currently lack.

The hardware I’ve chosen will be used to construct an IDE RAID-5 array. This
trades a small performance loss (compared with other technologies) for a very large
price drop.

Finally, we need to buy new disks for the computers in room 315 (the computer
lab). The disks in these computers are all beginning to fail, and we’ll probably see some
of them die during the next few months. I recommend buying 8 20GB disks, with a
total cost of 8 * $150.00 = $1200.00. (Smaller disks would be fine in these computers,
but they’re not readily available from reputable vendors, and the cost difference is not
appreciable. 9GB disks, for example, cost about $120.00.)

Qty Item Price Total

General Hardware Purchases $1175.76
RAID Array for Galileo $2276.00
New Disks for 315 $1200.00
Total $4561.76

• Software ($1,177.28)

Software purchases on 1-23200 [COMP] during 1999-2000, through February,
amount to $784.85. Extrapolating to the end of the year gives $1177.28. We estimate
a similar expenditure in the coming year. Last year’s expenditures include software
licenses for administrative desktop machines, an NT recovery disk utility, and various
other items.

2This purchase could be moved to HEET.
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Qty Item Price Total

Software Purchases $1177.28
Total $1177.28

• Stockroom ($400.00)

Total stockroom expenditures for FY 1999-2000 through February were $247.90.
Extrapolating to the end of the FY gives $371.85. Rounding up gives $400.00, a
reasonable amount for this item during the next year.

Qty Item Price Total

Stockroom Purchases $400.00
Total $400.00
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